Box Panel Overview

The Equipment in this classroom is maintained by Classroom Support Services (CSS)

PROJECTOR
ON/OFF

INPUT
SOURCE
SELECTION:
Change sources

LAPTOP INPUT: VGA cable needed for display, and audio cable needed for sound.

AUX AUDIO SWITCH:
For DVD use only. Provides audio functions without turning smart panel on.

AUX INPUT:
RCA cables needed for video and audio display/sound.

DVD / VCR PLAYER:
Plays DVD and audio CD's. Also plays VHS tapes. Does not play international DVDs.

AMPLIFIER POWER SWITCH

DVD / VCR COMBO

ATTENTION
For academic purposes only.

I = On
O = Off
RED LIGHT = POWER ON

SMART PANEL (SP) VOLUME CONTROL

TROUBLESHOOTING
Double check the amplifier on/off switch and cable connections. Volume adjusted with “SP” volume control. (Green lights up to indicate volume.)

If the projector won’t display and is in the ON position, double check your wire connection and laptop mirroring. If it still does not work, contact CSS. Mirror your computer as needed to display projector.

Need Help?
Contact CSS
LA-1 Room 107
(562) 985 - 4962
M-TH 7:30 AM - 10 PM
Friday 7:30 AM - 5 PM
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Laptop

1. Press Amplifier Power switch ON. (Lower left side of box).
2. Press “Projector on” button.
3. Plug VGA cables from laptop to panel in “Laptop Input.”
4. Plug audio cable from laptop to audio jack (above VGA, Laptop Input. (optional.)
5. Turn on laptop.
6. Press Laptop button on Input Source Selection. (Source buttons only change after Projector on/off ready light turns on.)
7. You may need to mirror your laptop to the panel. See Laptop Mirroring. (to the right).
8. Adjust Volume Control for Laptops. CDs need AUX audio switch on.
9. Turn off System and Amplifier Switch when finished.

DVD / VCR

1. Press “Projector on” button.
2. Turn on DVD / VCR player.
3. Press DVD / VCR button on Input Source Selection. (Source buttons only change after Projector on/off ready light turns on.)
4. Press Aux Audio Amplifier. Adjust volume with Volume Control on smart panel. (Green lights)
5. Play video or audio.

Camcorder

1. Press “Projector on” button.
2. Plug RCA cables from camcorder to Aux Input.
3. Press Auxiliary Video button.
4. Turn on camcorder.
5. Turn on audio amplifier. (Adjust volume with volume control on smart panel. Indicated by the Green lights).
6. Turn off system and amplifier when finished.

Laptop Mirroring

On a PC or MAC you may need to set laptop to mirror. Shortcuts include:

PC
- Dell FN+F8
- Sharp FN+F5
- HP FN+F5
- Fujitsu FN+F10
- Gateway FN+F3
- Compaq FN+F5
- Toshiba FN+F5
- IBM FN+F7

MAC
- Sys Preferences
- Displays
- Detect Displays
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